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First-round pick Nogueira will remain in Spain

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Lucas Nogueira, one of the Hawks’ first-round draft picks, will remain in Spain next season.

The 20-year-old center will stay with Asefa Estudiantes Madrid for another year to continue his development. The Hawks will
retain the rights to the seven-foot Nogueira.

“We are very encouraged by what we’ve seen from Lucas this summer,” general manager Danny Ferry told the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution Monday. “Going back to Estudiantes will allow him to continue develop while also playing meaningful
minutes against very good competition. We will closely monitor his progress as he works towards his goals as a basketball
player.”

The AJC reported last month that Nogueira would most likely to remain overseas following several offseason moves to
bolster the Hawks frontcourt. Second-round pick Mike Muscala, from Bucknell, has already signed to play in Spain next
season to continue his development. The Hawks have signed point guard Dennis Schroder, their other first-round pick.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:45 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Levanta las pesas, young buck.

Posted by -OBrien- at 4:59 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

Melvin,

"“People that really knew, as far as our money situation, knew that we couldn’t sign anybody too big,” Durant told Darnell
Mayberry of the Oklahoman. “We got myself, Russell (Westbrook), (Kendrick Perkins) and Serge (Ibaka) all locked in on big
contracts so it’s kind of hard to sign (someone). Everybody wants us to get the biggest free agents, but it’s kind of hard to do
that with the money that we have (committed) and the tax and the new CBA. So it was kind of difficult. But we knew the
business side of it. But we know we have a really good team.”

Terrible move by OKC to keep Perkins. Since they reupped Ibalka, they should have amnestied Perkins, kept Harden, and
then signed the best center they could find for whatever money they would have had left over. 

But IMO, they have stubbornly refused to give up on perkins
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Posted by Sautee at 5:07 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Bye bye Bebe. Work hard and eat a lot.

Posted by JaeEvolution at 5:08 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Speaking of the Thunder...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjReQxKJjU8

Posted by km42 at 5:11 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

"Glennsanity" - beans = 18M

Well I'm glad some on this blog are doing very well....

Jae, Exum is good, just not sure how good......if he decides to go to college, and I don't think he will, he can't go to the NBA til
2015. I'm not sold on that jumper though. I have as good a feel for him right now as I do Schroeder....they both need dev time.

MI move last year...moving LD, but doesn't mean we're any better the next couple of years.

Dang, wanted to see Bebe vs. Noel in the 2nd half of the season during those critical 'tank' games.
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